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 Chapter 81 

The soil underground was very hard, and after digging for a while, Chen Haohuan was sweating 

profusely, he sat down on a huge water stone to rest, he said to Chen Xiumin, "My car is unlocked, go 

get a bottle of mineral water for me, if you also drink you also get yourself a bottle." 

 

        "All right." She had just seen Chen Haoxuan open the small box with mineral water in it when she 

was riding in the car, so she found it right away. 

 

        Chen Xiumin took two bottles of mineral water and a packet of paper towels, she ran to Chen 

HaoXuan, handed him the mineral water, then took out a paper towel and gently helped him wipe his 

sweat. 

 

        Chen HaoXuan looked at Chen Xiumin, who was seriously wiping his sweat, and secretly thought to 

himself: "So charming at such a young age, I'll have to do it when I grow up." 

        After drinking a few sips of mineral water, Chen Hao Xuan started digging again, and with Chen Hao 

Xuan's efforts, he finally dug out the entire water stone, which was rectangular, like a huge pillar, 

requiring two people to hold hands to hold it, two meters high, and golden in color. "This stone is great! 

It is possible to sculpt him into a work of art and sell it for tens of millions of dollars," Chen Haoxuan said 

to himself. Chen Haoxuan said to himself. 

 

        "Brother Xuan, he's so big, how are you going to bring him home?" Chen Xiumin spoke out. 

 

        "I'll just have those construction workers come over to help carry it back later." Then Chen Hao 

Xuan said seriously to Chen Xiumin, "You found this water stone, so I am going to buy this stone from 

you with 500,000 RMB." 

 

        Chen HaoXuan did not expect that Chen Xiumin would refuse: "Brother Xuan, there is no need to 

give me money, it is true that I found this stone, but you worked hard to dig it out, so it is yours, not 

mine." Chen Xiumin was still young, she didn't know the importance of money, she only felt 

embarrassed to accept Chen HaoXuan's money. 



        Chen Hao Xuan stretched out his hand and stroked Chen Xiumin's little head, smiling: "I appreciate 

your thought, but I will still give the money, because your family needs this money, if they have this 

500,000 RMB, they don't have to work all day long to earn money. You should also think of your parents, 

so that they can enjoy their daughter's blessings earlier, so you must accept this half a million RMB." 

        Chen Xiu felt moved to tears, she cried with joy and said to Chen Hao Xuan, "Brother Xuan, you are 

so kind." 

 

        The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services, including a full 

range of products and services, including a full range of products and services. In other words, I don't 

know who, yesterday almost kicked the egg of a gangster big brother? 

 

        Chen Xiumin suddenly said something that almost scared Chen Haohuan: "Brother Xuan, when I 

grow up, can I marry you?" 

 

        "Gah ......." What's going on? What has he eaten this time, or done something good, peach blossom 

luck so powerful, the school flower in college, the school flower in elementary school. 

 

        Chen Haohuan was embarrassed: "You - do you know what you just said that means?" 

        Chen Xiumin is not shy because she doesn't know anything about love. She said to Chen Hao Xuan in 

a delicate voice, "Of course I know! My mother told me, she said that if I meet a good boy in the future, I 

must grasp it well, marrying a good boy will be very happy." 

 

        The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to its customers, 

and to ensure that its products and services are of the highest quality. Chen Hao Xuan smiled and 

explained: "Your mother is right, but she may have forgotten to tell you that two people together need 

love, I am so big, you are so small, it is impossible to be together, you ah! In the future, it's best not to 

think about these things blindly, and when you grow up, it's not too late to consider your love." 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan seemed to have stepped on Chen Xiumin's little tail, and Chen Xiumin held her head 

high and snapped at Chen Hao Xuan, "Who said I'm small? I'm not young! My mother says I'm old 

enough to help the family make money. Besides, isn't it often said on TV that height is not a problem 

and age is not a distance?" 



        Chen Haoxuan divinely looked at Chen Xiumin's chest, it seems that Chen Xiumin has started to 

develop, the chest is vaguely bulging. 

 

        "You! I don't even know how to say hello to you anymore, you'll know when you grow up." Chen 

Hao Xuan smiled bitterly. 

 

        Chen made a phone call to the foreman, and asked the foreman to drive a Dongfeng truck and bring 

ten men and some straw over. 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan was going to transport the water stone to the city of Xinshan, so he needed straw to 

cover the bottom of the stone. When he saw Chen Yina, he didn't tell her about her father's injury, 

because he was too worried about Chen Yina, and he thought it was better not to tell Chen Yina, since 

Chen Yupin was fine. 

 

        Chen HaoXuan transported the water stone to his residence and immediately went back to the 

Chen Village, on his way back he went to the bank again to withdraw a large amount of cash. 

 

        When he returned to the village, he carried a cipher box in his right hand and held Chen Xiumin's 

small hand in his left. Chen Xiumin's family was very enthusiastic when they saw him coming to their 

home. They had earned a lot of money from him, so they treated him as their god of wealth. 

 

        When Chen told Chen Xiumin's parents about the discovery of a huge water stone, it occurred to 

Chen Xiumin's parents that Chen Hao Xuan must have come to send money again. 

 

        Chen Haoxuan put the combination box on the dining table and opened it, pushed it in front of 

Chen Xiumin's parents and smiled: "I spent half a million RMB to buy your daughter's water stone, and 

here is half a million RMB in cash, count it." 

 

        "Fifty-five-hundred thousand RMB?" Chen Xiumin's parents were stunned, and they suspected that 

they were dreaming that they could sell the stone for 500,000 RMB, was the stone gold? 

 



        "Honey, pinch me and let me know if I'm dreaming or not." Chen Xiumin's dad turned his head to 

his wife. 

 

        Chen Xiumin naughtily ran to her dad's side, reached out his hand and gave him a good pinch on his 

waist. 

 

        "Ah-, you little girl, I'm your dad, have you ever been such a daughter! Ouch, that hurts." Chen 

Xiumin's father rubbed the place where his daughter had pinched him. 

 

        "Hmph, you're the one who just said you wanted someone to pinch you, and you're still fierce when 

people are kind enough to help you, hmph, I'm not paying you anymore, the 500,000 RMB is mine." 

Chen Xiumin joked that she did have the right to distribute the 500,000 RMB, as she had earned it. 
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"You're just a kid, why do you need so much money! Put it with your father first, and I'll give it to you 

when you grow up." Chen Xiumin's dad seemed to be afraid that his daughter wouldn't really give it to 

him, and he gripped the handle of the combination box tightly. 

 

        "No, who asked you to say that about me just now." Chen Xiumin pretended to be exasperated. 

Chen Xiumin pretended to be exasperated. 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan spoke out, "Alright! Uncle, Minnie was just joking with you! Count this money! See if 

the number is right, and if it is, I'll go home, I have a lot of work to do at home." 

 

        "No need to point, we absolutely believe in your business." Chen Xiumin's dad was firm, Chen 

Haoxuan would never lie to him, because if Chen Haoxuan wanted to lie, he would also lie to his 

daughter, and as long as he succeeded in convincing her daughter not to tell anyone about the water 

stone, he would be able to swallow the 500,000 RMB all by himself. 

 

        "That's fine I'll leave." Chen Hao Xuan said standing up. 



        When Chen Xiumin's father saw that Chen Hao Xuan was leaving, he stood up and said to Chen Hao 

Xuan: "Xiao Xuan, wait a minute, my wife and I also went to the river today to pick up water stones, 

because I saw too many people taking water stones to your home to sell, so I want to wait until 

tomorrow morning to take them to your place to sell. If you're not too busy now, can you take these 

water stones from me." 

 

        "Okay, but you'll need to help me carry them to my house later." Chen Hao Xuan was quick. 

 

        Chen Xiumin's parents were very helpful today, picking up a very large number of water stones, 

although the quantity was large, but the quality was poor. Two sacks of water stones, Chen HaoXuan 

gave a price of one hundred yuan, which is the difference between quality and quantity. When Chen 

said the price, Chen Xiumin laughed, she was laughing at her parents. 

 

        Chen Xiumin's parents brought the water stone to Chen HaoXuan's house with a wheelbarrow, and 

when they returned, they immediately discussed how to use the 500,000 RMB. In the end, they decided 

to build a two-story house, buy a motorcycle, and deposit the rest in the bank for their children's 

education. 

 

        Chen Xiumin is now the happiest girl in the world. Her parents are very good to her, and they are 

very obedient to her. Because yeah! She was already a small fortune cookie in the eyes of her parents, 

who were ashamed of their luck because they had worked so hard to collect water stones and only sold 

them for one hundred yuan. Their daughter, on the other hand, could make half a million RMB from the 

water stones she found when she went to play. 

 

        Chen HaoXuan bought the water stones at home for three days. After three days, he didn't dare to 

collect any more, for fear that if he did, his house would be filled with water stones. Now a large pair of 

water stones are piled up in the garden of Chen HaoXuan's house, and when the sun shines on them, 

they shine like a pile of gold. 

 

        In addition, Chen HaoXuan's villa had already been built and decorated, with furniture and 

everything else taken care of. The garden, however, had just recently been planted with plants that 

lacked some nature, but this did not affect the magnificence of Chen HaoXuan's villa. This does not 

affect the gorgeousness of Chen's villa. Now every day, many villagers like to stay in front of Chen 

HaoXuan's house to see his villa. 



 

        Wang Long from the construction company, after listening to the description of the foreman, he 

came to Chen's house in the Chen Village, and when he saw Chen's villa, he called it a masterpiece. He 

felt that Chen HaoXuan's villa was not a villa, but a work of art, a huge and gorgeous work of art. 

 

        The villa was designed by Chen HaoXuan, and Wang Long also wanted to build such a villa, so he 

went to ask Chen HaoXuan if he could imitate his villa. It's just a look, it doesn't matter! Chen HaoXuan 

agreed to Wang Long's request very quickly, and told Wang Long all the precautions. 

 

        In the countryside, when a new house is built, a banquet is usually held to celebrate with friends 

and relatives. He had no relatives; he was an orphan that no one had abandoned. 

 

        In addition to the sensational event of Chen Haoxuan, there was another sensational event in the 

Chen Village, that is, Chen Xiumin's family was also going to build a new house. Their capital was not as 

large as Chen Hao Xuan's, so they asked someone in the village who knew how to build a house to help 

them. Chen Xiumin's mother revealed to the public that they could build a new house because they had 

sold a valuable stone to Chen Hao Xuan. 

 

        Now the villagers knew that if they wanted to get rich, they should do business with Chen Hao 

Xuan, and with good luck, they might be able to buy and repair a motorcycle and build a house, just like 

Chen Xiumin's family. In the Chen Village, not many people can afford to build a building, so those who 

can build a building are all rich people in the Chen Village. 

 

        On July 2, Chen HaoXuan returned to the city of XinShan, and he went directly to the University of 

XinShan to look for Yang Lin, who needed his help. He needed Yang Lin's help. He had beaten Li Kun and 

the others so badly last time, and he was worried that Li Kun and the others would not give up and 

would come back to trouble him again. Chen HaoXuan himself was not afraid of Li Kun and the thugs; he 

was worried that the people who worked for him would be in danger. 

 

        Yang Lin often bragged in front of Chen Hao Xuan that he knew many big brothers in the street, so 

Chen Hao Xuan wanted Yang Lin to come out and help him warn Li Kun. 

        When Chen arrived in the city of Xinshan, he gave Yang Lin a call and asked him to meet him on the 

front lawn of the library. 



 

        Yang Lin soon arrived at the library, and when he saw Chen Hao Xuan sleeping on the lawn, he 

joked: "Little Xuan, lying here in the sun, it's so elegant!". 

 

        Chen HaoXuan saw Yang Lin coming, so he sat up and said to Yang Lin, "Sit down, I want to find you 

something." After saying that, Chen took out a cigar and handed it to Yang Lin. 

 

        Yang Lin took the cigar, sat down next to Chen and asked, "What do you want from me?" as he lit it 

up. 

 

        Chen Haoxuan slowly told Yang Lin what had happened, and when Yang Lin heard it, he cursed, 

"Damn, such a brother has it, I really want to go and beat him up." 

 

        "What's wrong with me, but I've decided to let him go this time, and if he does it again, I'll take care 

of him." Chen Hao Xuan was cold and icy. 

 

        "Good, you must call me when you clean him up, such a person I like to flatten the most." Yang Lin 

exhaled. 

 

        "Forget about him, I came to find you today because I want you to help me find someone who is 

more powerful in the triad to warn Li Kun so that he will mess with me less in the future." Chen Haoxuan 

said to Yang Lin. 

 

        "How can I use anyone else! I'll just bring a few dozen people to cripple Li Kun." Yang Lin was 

ruthless. 

 

        "They've messed with me, but they haven't put an end to it yet, so I don't want to be ruthless. 

Besides, everyone has some power behind them, and maybe Li Kun does. For the sake of unnecessary 

trouble, let's forget it! Just go and warn him." Chen Hao Xuan Dao. 
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"That's fine, it just so happens that I know a pretty high-ranking person over in Pingyuan County, his 

name is Black Wolf, he relies on casinos, and everyone in Pingyuan County who is on the road needs to 

give him face. I'll talk to him, and Li Kun will make sure that he won't dare to trouble you again." Yang 

Lin proudly said. 

 

        "That's fine, then I'll trouble you." Chen Hao Xuan smiled. 

 

        Yang Lin patted Chen Haoxuan's back and said, "We're buddies! If I don't help you, who will? 

Besides, I'll need you to help me make a lot of money in the future." 

 

        The ones like Yang Lin and the others who are in the city are better than those in the county. The 

Black Wolf Yang Lin said may be very powerful in Pingyuan County, but if he came to Xinshan City, he 

would need to keep a low profile, or he would be in trouble if he met someone more powerful than him. 

 

        Yang Lin is very efficient, he immediately took out his cell phone to make a call to Black Wolf in 

Pingyuan County, Yang Lin is not a mob boss, but he has been in the Dao for a long time, and he knows 

many people in the Dao and has worked with very powerful mob bosses. So people who know him will 

usually give him three points of thin face. 

 

        When Black Wolf received Yang Lin's call in Pingyuan County, he immediately called Li Kun, who was 

lying in the hospital. Li Kun was very excited to receive the phone call from Black Wolf, who is the 

leading boss in Pingyuan County. Li Kun was introduced to Black Wolf by his friends. He had fought for 

Black Wolf several times, but he had basically never said anything to Black Wolf. Now that Black Wolf 

suddenly called him, how could he not be excited? This was a good time to get close to Black Wolf. 

 

        But when Li Kun heard Black Wolf's roar, he was stunned. It turned out that Black Wolf didn't come 

to him for help, but to warn him not to mess with Chen Haoxuan anymore, or Black Wolf would kill him. 

 

        What kind of power does Chen Haoxuan have? The more Li Kun thought about it, the more afraid 

he became. The more Li Kun thought about it, the more scared he became, and he decided that when 

he got well, he would definitely go and teach Chen Haorong a lesson, and Chen Haorong had caused him 

such a big trouble that it would be hard for him to dispel his hatred if he didn't flatten Chen Haorong. 



        Chen Yuebin was discharged from the hospital yesterday, and now that Li Kun's matter was settled 

and Chen Haoxuan's troubles were resolved, he called Yang Lin, Liu Junfeng, Ma Yichen, and all of them 

out. A few people were drinking and chatting on the lawn, and I don't know if they were drunk or not, 

but they whistled when they saw girls passing by, and even flirted with them. 

 

        One of them was Chen Haoxuan, the number one in the grass list of the University of Xinshan City, 

another was Ma Yichen, the genius young director of the Start Group, another was Liu Junfeng, the 

president of the student union of the University of Xinshan City, and the other was Yang Lin, a famous 

gangster student of the University of Xinshan City. The four of them sat on the lawn drinking and flirting 

with girls, which made many students watch them from afar. 

 

        Zhu Tian, the library, a place where girls often go, also went there often, but he didn't go to read 

books, he went to see beautiful girls. He wasn't as honest as Chen HaoXuan and the others, and when 

he saw a timid girl, he would just touch her buttocks. Today he came again, he was standing by the side 

of the walkway to the library, his little brother beside him. 

 

        "Hey, pretty girl, come over and play with your brother for a while!" Zhu Tian saw a nice girl passing 

by, and couldn't help but flirt with her. 

 

        The girl seemed to know what kind of person Zhu Tian was, so he quickened his pace and left 

quickly. Maybe the girl was not Zhu Tian's type, so Zhu Tian didn't pursue her. 

 

        At this time, an average looking man, but he had a pair of huge peaks, pavilion, is a man can not 

help but swallow saliva. After Zhu Tian saw it, he stood in the middle of the corridor, lusting after his 

target: "Classmate, I want to make friends with you, I don't know if it's okay." 

 

        Zhu Tian's little brother was very interesting to stop the girl's back way, Zhu Tian's little brother 

coaxed: "Little sister, our big brother is interested in you, you just follow our big brother!" 

 

        The girl was very scared and put her hands on her chest, she leaned sideways against the wall and 

said in a scared voice, "What do you - what do you want?" 

 



 

        Zhu Tian braced one hand on the wall and said to the girls, "I want you to be my girlfriend." 

 

        "Please - please don't be like this, this is a school, if you are found out by the teachers, you are 

finished." The girl begged bitterly. 

 

        The more the girl did this, the more courageous Zhu Tian and the others became, Zhu Tian suddenly 

reached out and grabbed the girl's breast, and the girl screamed. "Ah-." 

 

        Chen Haoxuan and the others were on the lawn while Zhu Tian and the others were in the corridor, 

or maybe Zhu Tian didn't see Chen Haoxuan and the others, but if he saw Chen Haoxuan and the others 

were nearby, he might not have had the guts. 

 

        The girl's screams reached Chen Haoxuan and the others, and Chen Haoxuan quickly stood up, 

looked around, and said, "Did you guys just hear someone screaming?" 

 

        "I heard it, it seems to be over there in the library." Ma Yichen voiced out. 

 

        "Come on, let's go check it out." Chen Hao Xuan said and ran towards the library. Yang Lin and the 

others followed closely behind. 

 

        As soon as Chen Haoxuan reached the corridor, he saw Zhu Tian and the others surrounding a girl, 

where they were molesting the girl. 

 

        With a cigar in his mouth, Chen Haoxuan quickly walked towards Zhu Tian and the others. When 

Chen Haoxuan was close to Zhu Tian and the others, Chen Haoxuan faintly spoke out, "Zhu Tian, you 

seem to have forgotten what I told you in the beginning." 

        When Zhu Tian heard the voice, he turned his head to look and shouted in his heart, "Damn, why is 

Chen Haoxuan here?" 



        "Didn't you hear me talking to you?" Chen Hao Xuan once again spoke out. 

 

        Chen HaoXuan alone was scary enough, now add Yang Lin, a gangster who is even better than him, 

the student union president Liu JunFeng who has enormous power, and Ma Yichen, a rich family 

member. Together, ten of them would not dare to provoke Zhu Tian. Zhu Tian with a pleasing smile to 

Chen Haoxuan: "Misunderstanding, Brother Xuan, it's all a misunderstanding, I didn't see you coming, 

I'm sorry, I - I'm leaving now, I'm now ......." 

 

        "Can you just leave when you say you can? Have you forgotten what I once told you? I saw you once 

and hit you once, remember?" Chen Haoxuan coldly said. 

 

        "Remember, how can I not remember what Brother Xuan said! Brother Xuan, this time it's really a 

misunderstanding, I really didn't see you coming, please let me go for once, okay?" Zhu Tian pleaded 

bitterly, remembering the moment when Chen Hao Xuan hit him with a brick on the head, he was 

terrified, it was so cruel. When Chen Hao Xuan hit him with the brick, he thought that Chen Hao Xuan 

wanted to kill him, otherwise why would he dare to do it so hard? 

 

        Chen took a deep drag of his cigar and slowly exhaled a wisp of light blue smoke, the wonderful 

aroma of which lingered in the air. After that, Chen Haoxuan faintly said to Zhu Tian, "Come, kneel 

before me." 
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Yang Lin, who was behind Chen Haoxuan, was stunned. They had been buddies with Chen Haoxuan for 

some time, but this was the first time they had seen such an arrogant Chen Haoxuan. Yang Lin was a 

little embarrassed. He had warned Zhu Tian in front of Chen Haoxuan, asking Zhu Tian not to bully Chen 

Haoxuan, but now, looking at Chen Haoxuan's attitude, he didn't take Zhu Tian into consideration at all. 

Zhu Tian's fearful expression surprised Yang Lin even more, Yang Lin said in his heart, "What's going on, 

Zhu Tian isn't even that afraid of me, does Chen Haoxuan have an ulterior motive?" 

 

        "Brother Xuan, just give me face! In front of so many people, this makes me ......." 

        Zhu Tian hasn't finished speaking, Chen Hao Xuan hit, honestly Chen Hao Xuan hates Zhu Tian, he 

day Chen Yina said Zhu Tian used to bully him every day, there are several times he caught him in the 

toilet, abuse him. He was so fast that Zhu Tian didn't even have time to hide. 

 



        Zhu Tian covered his face and took two steps back, Chen Haoxuan did not let go of Zhu Tian, Chen 

Haoxuan quickly took a step up, then jumped, spun his body, and swept his right foot. A bang, sweeping 

Zhu Tian's back, Chen Hao Xuan's remaining strength made Zhu Tian cling to the wall. 

        "Wow damn, a martial arts expert ah?" Yang Lin was amazed, he never thought that Chen Haoxuan 

would be able to fight so well and so fast. Yang Lin's blood was hot, and he wanted to compete with 

Chen Haoxuan to see if he was better or Chen Haoxuan was better. 

        "Is this the wimp Chen Hao Xuan? He can pick up girls, sculpt art, speak well, and is very good at it. 

He doesn't look like a loser at all! Why did everyone used to call him a wimp?" Ma Yichen's heart was 

surprised. 

        "Are you kneeling or not?" Chen Haoxuan coldly said to Zhu Tian. 

        Zhu Tian's little brother leaned against the wall one by one, not daring to move, they had all been 

beaten by Chen Haoxuan before, remembering the time they were beaten, their courage disappeared 

without a trace. 

        The girl who was molested by Zhu Tian just now didn't leave, he was still standing where he was just 

now, and she looked at Chen Hao Xuan with a surprised face, her heart was sweet, and she had a feeling 

of happiness. She was saved by someone, and the person who saved her was very handsome, so 

handsome that she went crazy. She thought she was blessed with a blessing in disguise, but if Zhu Tian 

hadn't teased her, she might not have met such a handsome boy as Chen Haoxuan. 

 

        At this moment, Zhu Tian wanted to faint, but Chen Haoxuan didn't hit him hard enough, and he 

didn't have the courage to hit the wall. Zhu Tian cried to Chen Hao Xuan: "Brother Xuan, I'll give you 

10,000 RMB, let me go once." If no one is around, Zhu Tian might kneel down, but this is a school, and 

there are so many people watching now, if he kneels down today, he won't have the face to hang 

around in the University of Xinshan City. 

 

        "I'm grass you, as I'm a beggar ah! Ten thousand just to get rid of." Chen Hao Xuan said and slapped 

Zhu Tian again. 

 

        Poof, Zhu Tian kneeled down, if he was humiliated by Chen Haoxuan all the time like this, he felt 

even more ashamed, so he simply kneeled down. 

 

        "Remember my words, don't let me see you again in the future, or I'll beat you once I see you, now 

you get out of here." Chen Haoxuan roared at Zhu Tian. 



        When Zhu Tian heard Chen Haoxuan's words, he immediately crawled and fled, although he was 

not humiliated by Chen Haoxuan today, he still felt lucky because Chen Haoxuan didn't break his head 

like last time. 

        After Zhu Tian escaped with his little brother, Yang Lin gave Chen Haoxuan a thumbs up and 

laughed: "Niu, I didn't expect you to be even more powerful than me, if I had made Zhu Tian kneel, he 

would have fought me to the death. And you - you beat Zhu Tian, Zhu Tian doesn't even dare to fight 

back, you let him kneel he doesn't even dare to resist, you're really too awesome." 

        "Hao Xuan, when did you become so powerful?" Ma Yichen was curious about Chen Hao Xuan's 

face, he knew Chen Hao Xuan from a long time ago, he knew Chen Hao Xuan when he first came to the 

University of Xinshan City, because Chen Hao Xuan was a celebrity at that time, he used to be the first 

on the school grass list, and after Chen Hao Xuan came, his first place was taken away by Chen Hao 

Xuan. It was only after the students of Xinshan City knew about Chen Hao Xuan's wimpiness that Chen 

Hao Xuan's fame slowly dropped. 

 

        "Right! I'm curious too?" Liu Junfeng also echoed. 

        "Let's go back and continue drinking!" Chen Hao Xuan was indifferent. He wasn't in a good mood 

right now because Zhu Tian reminded him of something he wasn't happy about in the past. 

        When Chen Haoxuan was about to leave, the girl who had just been molested by Zhu Tian suddenly 

ran up to Chen Haoxuan and said shyly, "Thank you for saving me." 

        "You're welcome, you should. If Zhu Tian dares to molest you again, you come and tell me, I'll 

directly castrate him." Chen Haoxuan joked. 

        "Well, thank you. Then - that you can tell me - your name?" The girl asked shyly. 

 

        Before Chen Haoxuan could answer, Yang Lin answered first, smiling: "You don't know him? He is 

the grass of our university in Xinshan City, Chen Haoxuan, I see your shy look - you should like him, 

right?" 

        "No - no! I just want to know who saved me." The girl lowered her head, shyly. 

        "Why don't you just do it for me?" On one side, Ma Yichen coaxed. 

        "Do you want me to beat you up if you keep making trouble!" Chen Hao Xuan was laughing and 

crying and yelled at Yang Lin and the others. 

 



        Chen and the others went back to the lawn and continued to drink and chat, and to explain why 

they had become so powerful, Chen made up a little story. After hearing this, Yang Lin and the others 

admired Chen Hao Xuan, because Chen said that he had taught himself the art of fighting so that no one 

would bully him. 

        Yang Lin was very excited and gave Chen Hao Xuan notice that he wanted to spar with him to see if 

his karate was better or Chen Hao Xuan's fighting skills. 

        Chen HaoXuan listened, laughed and did not say anything, the fighting technique is the most real 

fighting skills, other martial arts are bullsh*t, as for karate, is just fancy fists and legs, just know posture. 

        It's also possible that Chen HaoXuan finally agreed to go to Yang Lin, so Chen HaoXuan and the 

others went to the backwoods of the school, where few people go, there are a lot of weeds, and there 

are trees everywhere, so few students will go, but those who like to go to the field to discharge 

firecrackers like to go (between men and women to do, you know). 

        Ma Yichen and Liu Junfeng were sitting on the ground with a bottle of beer each, watching Chen 

Haoxuan and Yang Lin who were preparing for the competition. 

        Yang Lin made a defensive karate stance and he spoke out to Chen Hao Xuan, "Come on! Let me see 

your self-taught fighting skills." 

        "Then be careful, my fighting technique relies on speed and accuracy to knock down the opponent." 

He felt like he was back in the barracks with those soldiers again, sparring with them. 
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When he got close to Yang Lin, he threw both fists together, swinging left, swinging right, left hook, right 

hook, uppercut, a combination of punches that Yang Lin could only block and dodge, without even a 

chance to fight back. 

        Chen Hao Xuan's body is still bad, but much better than it was at first. Chen HaoXuan suddenly 

grabbed the clothes on Yang Lin's shoulders with both hands, and with one kick, Chen HaoXuan flipped 

to the back of Yang Lin with a heel. Then Chen Hao Xuan grabbed the clothes on Yang Lin's shoulders 

and quickly bent over, trying to throw Yang Lin out. 

        Yang Lin, who had been on the street for so long and had been in countless fights, how could he not 

be aware of Chen Hao Xuan's scheme, and he almost bent over together with Chen Hao Xuan. As a 

result, Chen Hao Xuan was thrown out by Yang Lin, because Chen Hao Xuan was not as strong as Yang 

Lin. He landed safely on the ground with a backflip. 

        "Motherf*cker, so you're that good." Yang Lin was surprised. He thought that if he wasn't stronger 

than Chen Hao Xuan, he probably wouldn't have been able to catch a single move from Chen Hao Xuan. 



Although Chen Haoxuan's strength was not as strong as his, but Chen Haoxuan's combination of 

punches just hit him on his arms, stomach, etc., making him feel pain all over his body. 

 

        "Hehe ......, get my fighting technique, right?" Chen Hao Xuan proudly said. 

 

        Ma Yichen and Liu Junfeng, who were watching, applauded excitedly. ...... Ma Yichen shouted loudly 

to Yang Lin: "Yang Lin, you're an eggless man who only gets beaten up and doesn't fight back, so don't 

tell me - karate is! like this." 

        Liu Junfeng also coaxed, "Yang Lin, didn't you used to brag all day about how great you were? Why 

am I seeing you so bad today?" 

        Yang Lin was told by Liu Junfeng and the others that his face was red, he turned his head and gave 

Liu Junfeng and the others a glance and scolded, "Damn, I'm not a man, so if you guys have the ability, 

come fight me and see who is great." After saying that Yang Lin looked at Chen Hao Xuan and said, 

"Little Xuan, I won't be careless this time, you be careful yo!" 

        Chen Hao Xuan laughed very much: "Go ahead and let me show you whether the fighting arts of 

China or the karate of the island are powerful." 

        Yang Lin didn't want to learn karate, but he didn't know where else to go to learn martial arts other 

than karate, and he thought he had no choice. If Chen Haoxuan's fighting skills were much better than 

his, he would have given up karate and chosen to learn fighting arts from Chen Haoxuan. 

        Yang Lin shouted and rushed toward Chen Hao Xuan, his running speed brought up a breeze, the 

grass on the ground could not help but swing to one side, as if to welcome Yang Lin. 

        Chen HaoXuan laughed, he suddenly jumped up, stomped on a tree, his man flew to the other side, 

and then he stomped on another tree, so he flew back again. Chen repeatedly relied on the rebounding 

force of the tree and the impact of his stomp to make him go higher and higher, and only when he 

reached a height of about eight meters did he stop, hugging a tree tightly and smiling to Yang Lin under 

the tree: "I'd like to see if your karate can fly over walls." 

        Yang Lin under the tree was very embarrassed, karate doesn't have the ability to fly up a tree with a 

few stomps like Chen Haoxuan, and he could climb a tree, but he didn't dare to, because he knew how 

fast he could climb a tree. 

 

        Liu Junfeng and Ma Yichen coaxed, "Yang Lin, you go! What are you doing here?" 

 



        Yang Lin ignored Liu Junfeng and the others, he pointed at Chen Haoxuan and exhaled, "Little Xuan, 

if you are a man, come down and compete with me, don't hide." 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan smiled and said, "Yes!" As soon as Chen's hand was loosened, his body immediately 

and quickly dropped down, and he kicked Yang Lin with a flying kick. 

        The kick was at least a few hundred pounds, plus Chen's weight. Yang Lin didn't dare to take it, and 

he did a backflip to leave the place where he was standing. 

        When Ma Yichen and Liu Junfeng saw Chen Haoxuan fly into a tree and leap down from a height of 

eight meters, they could not help but stand up and look at Chen with astonishment. They suspected that 

they were dreaming, as these moves usually only appear on TV, but they saw it with their own eyes in 

reality, and the person who did it was someone they were familiar with, which shocked them. 

        As soon as Chen Haoxuan's feet hit the ground, he immediately rolled forward, and as he rolled, his 

feet kicked Yang Lin at the same time. Yang Lin hurriedly protected his chest with both hands, and with a 

muffled thud, Yang Lin flew out and fell two meters away. He just leapt down from an eight-meter high 

place, and the impact was great. As soon as he landed on the ground, he rolled forward to let off some 

of the impact, but the residual impact was still great, so he kicked Yang Lin directly. 

        Yang Lin lay on the ground, rubbing his hands on each other, and the quasi-li cursed, "Damn, that 

hurts." Both of his hands were numb from Chen Hao's kick, and they were very swollen and painful. He 

now knew Chen Haohuan's skills, and he reckoned that ten of him wouldn't be a match for Chen 

Haohuan, and if Chen Haohuan had a weapon, a hundred of him wouldn't be able to beat Chen 

Haohuan. 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan hooked his finger at Yang Lin, who was lying on the ground, and said, "Get up, I 

haven't seen your karate yet. How can you just lie down!" 

 

        Humiliation, naked humiliation, Yang Lin climbed up, he looked angry and roared at Chen Hao Xuan, 

"Little Xuan, if I, Yang Lin, don't beat you down today, I'll worship you as my master." 

 

        "That's what you said, yo!" Chen Hao Xuan smiled, but Chen Hao Xuan didn't know that he had been 

caught in Yang Lin's scheme, and that Yang Lin's purpose now was to learn Chen Hao Xuan's fighting 

technique. 

 



        He rarely fought back, and he was very flexible in dodging around Yang Lin. He was very flexible and 

dodged around Yang Lin. Yang Lin was so confused by Chen Hao Xuan that he often couldn't find his 

target. 

        After 20 minutes of fighting, Yang Lin finally couldn't stand it any longer and roared loudly: "Chen 

Haoxuan, dodge your head! Just know how to dodge. 

        As soon as Yang Lin finished speaking, Chen Haoxuan instantly appeared in front of him and raised 

his hand to hit Yang Lin's face with a heavy elbow, Yang Lin's body shook after receiving this blow, 

obviously a little dazed. If Chen Hao Xuan had been more lenient, Yang Lin would have spit out blood 

instead of water. 
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The forest became silent, and Yang Lin, who had just been so bullish, was lying on the ground, his hands 

covering his head, his body shrinking into a ball. Yang Lin's mouth was wide open, and he seemed to 

want to cry out, but he held back. 

        The pain was only temporary, and Yang Lin would be fine in a few moments. Chen Hao Xuan 

clapped his hands and said proudly, "Your karate is even worse than the flower fist and embroidered 

legs. 

        Ma Yichen and Liu Junfeng ran to Yang Lin's side, and Ma Yichen nervously said to Chen Haoxuan, 

"Haoxuan, is Yang Lin going to be okay?" 

        Chen Hao Xuan smiled, "Don't worry guys - he'll be fine, he'll be fine after a little pain." Chen 

Haoxuan had been a soldier in the future century, and soldiers in the future century needed to learn 

simple medical skills, because then the survival rate on the battlefield would be greatly improved, so 

what! Chen Hao Xuan also knew some medical skills. 

 

        After a while, Yang Lin finally felt that his body was no longer in pain like it was just now, he slowly 

stood up, gave Chen Hao Xuan a thumbs up, and said admiringly, "Awesome, you're the best person I've 

ever seen, I've decided that I'm going to worship you and learn the fighting arts from you." 

 

        "You can't be serious, right? Don't you want to learn karate?" Chen Hao Xuan asked. 

        "I'm not going to be able to do anything about it. I'm not going to be able to do anything about it. 

Your fighting technique is different, it's fast, accurate and ruthless, I like this kind of martial art, so I'm 

going to learn fighting from you, when I learn it, see who else won't give me face, huh?". Yang Lin was 

firm. 



        "There's no need to pay homage to your master, because fighting arts are easy to learn, you just 

need to understand the structure of the human body and the power, and you'll be fine." That's how 

Chen Haohuan, Chen Haohuan came to be on the fighting arts, he was completely strokable, and every 

time he struck or dodged, he would use the most advantageous method. Unlike those sudden people's 

martial arts, hitting people all need to do a certain movement, deadly. 

 

        "You're pitiful! If it were that easy - then everyone would be." Yang Lin thought that Chen Haoxuan 

refused to teach. 

        "I'm not lying to you, it's really like this, the reason my fighting technique is so powerful is because I 

know the structure of the human body and I have a good understanding of how to use power. I know 

you might not understand what I'm saying, so let me explain it to you! For example, when I hit Yang Lin, 

did I seem to know in advance what his next move would be? Are there any? This is because when each 

person moves his foot and hand, other parts of his body move first, for example, do you move your 

shoulder first when you strike? 

        For example, when you kick, do you like to retreat one after the other and then move violently to 

the front? As for the use of power, I will also explain to you how I can climb an eight-meter high tree 

without using my hands. That's all because I know how to use all kinds of things to produce power, I rely 

on the rebounding power of trees, I rely on the power of my feet to control my direction, so I can fly 

over walls like those people on TV ......." Chen explained carefully. 

 

        "Holy sh*t, genius! Strength can be made." Yang Lin was amazed, he never thought that power 

could be used like this, let alone the natural reactions of the human body, he had seen a lot today. 

        Ma Yichen, his calculation ability was also very powerful, but after he listened to Chen Haoxuan's 

words, he realized that his calculation ability was so slow, he couldn't compete with Chen Haoxuan, 

Chen Haoxuan could calculate someone's next step in an instant, and he could too, but he wasn't as fast 

as Chen Haoxuan. 

 

        "This is how you learn the fighting arts, you can come to me if you don't understand anything in the 

future, as for worshipping a teacher, there is no need." Chen Hao Xuan waved his hand and said. 

 

        "That's fine, I will definitely learn it seriously, and one day I will surpass you." Yang Lin was serious. 

 



        "Just you, hahaha ......, not that I'm hitting you, now many people can surpass me, but after a few 

years no one can surpass me in this world, words I said, as to whether you believe it or not is your 

business." Chen Hao Xuan smiled, Chen Hao Xuan is true, science and technology will always be the 

most powerful weapon, he can benefit the people, but also can become a terrifying murder weapon. 

 

        "Dude, let's go, it's almost time for lunch, let's go to the cafeteria." Chen Hao Xuan told Yang Lin and 

the others. 

 

        When Chen Hao Xuan and the others arrived at the cafeteria, very few people were eating, and 

Chen Hao Xuan and the others ordered a large pile of food, and the four of them took over a table. Chen 

Hao Xuan sent a text message to Chen Yina, asking her to come to the cafeteria after class, and he had 

already helped her prepare the food. 

        Ma Yichen also sent the same text to Zhang Bening, with whom he now had a very warm 

relationship, as if as soon as one of them said those three words, they would become a real couple. 

        After a while, Chen Yina trotted to the cafeteria, he soon got to Chen Haohuan and the others early, 

she sat next to Chen Haohuan and greeted Yang Lin and the others with a slight gasp, "Hello guys." 

 

        "Nana, I haven't seen you for a few days, you're pretty again." Yang Lin smiled to Chen Yina, Yang 

Lin was very confused about Chen Yina up to now, she basically saw Chen Yina every day, so he was sure 

that Chen Yina didn't go to a beauty treatment, he thought that Chen Yina used some kind of beauty 

product, but he just couldn't think of what kind of beauty product could get rid of the acne and scars on 

Chen Yina's face within a period of time. 

 

        "Thank you!" Chen Yina was happy, she liked the present day, now she was often complimented on 

her beauty, this feeling of being complimented was definitely not there before. 

 

        "Nana, do you have a favorite boy?" Liu Junfeng suddenly spoke out and asked, looking at his yin 

look, he knew he was hitting on Chen Yina's bad idea. It is also Chen Yina such a beautiful girl, there is 

any boy will not like. 

 

        Chen Yina lowered her head and shyly said, "Yes." 

        "Ah-, who is it? Do we know each other?" Liu Junfeng was surprised and asked. 



 

        "Oh ......, of course it's our little Xuan La! Who else is qualified to match Nana but our little Xuan. 

One is the number one school flower on the school flower list and the other is the number one school 

grass on the school grass list, and they grew up together as childhood sweethearts, studied together, 

and lived together, they are definitely a couple that the heavens arranged a long time ago." Yang Lin 

laughed, not only did he think so, all the teachers and students in Xinshan City had to admit that Chen 

Haoxuan and Chen Yina were really a good match. 

 

        "What nonsense! He is my sister, I ......." Chen Haohuan felt a wave of hatred before he even 

finished his sentence. 
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Chen Hao Xuan turned his head and found that Chen Yina was looking at him with a very angry look, 

Chen Hao Xuan just remembered what he had promised Chen Yina some time ago, he could no longer 

say that she was his sister. 

        Fearing that Chen Yina would be angry, Chen Hao Xuan apologized to Chen Yina, "Nana, I'm sorry, I 

didn't mean to, I just forgot." 

        "I see you just never changed." Chen Yina exhaled, after which she turned her head to the other 

side, looking like she was really angry. 

 

        "What- what's going on here?" Ma Yichen was a little confused, just now they were fine, and 

suddenly they were angry. 

        Chen Hao Xuan chucked a green vegetable to Chen Yina's plate, and gently coaxed Chen Yina, 

"Nana, this is your favorite green vegetable, you try it." 

        "No food." Chen Yina didn't turn her head back in a delicate voice. 

 

        Liu Junfeng saw Chen Haoxuan and the others, he was curious, he turned his head to Yang Lin and 

whispered, "What's wrong with them? Why is Nana suddenly angry?" 

        Yang Lin whispered in reply to Liu Junfeng's words, "You can't even tell, Nana likes Xiao Xuan, but 

Xiao Xuan has always treated Nana as a sister, that's why Nana is angry." 

 



        Liu Junfeng secretly sighed in his heart, "Handsome is good, every girl likes it." In fact, Liu Junfeng is 

not bad looking, and there were once quite a few girls who chased him, but his eyes were too high, 

which made him not have a girlfriend until now. 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan raised his hand and swore, "I swear, if I say it again in the future, I will be struck by 

lightning from heaven and will not die a good death." 

        When Chen Yina heard Chen Haoxuan's oath, she quickly turned around, reached out her right hand 

to gently cover Chen Haoxuan's lips, and worried, "Don't say such words." Chen Yina was just playing a 

little tantrum, she didn't expect Chen Hao Xuan to be so serious. 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan pulled away from Chen Yina's hand on his lips and said happily, "Then you're not 

angry?" 

 

        "Mm." Chen Yina nodded her head and responded, Chen Haoxuan was like this, if she got angry 

again, then a girl like her wouldn't be worthy of being Chen Haoxuan's wife. 

        At this time, Zhang Bening also came, he sat next to Ma Yichen and greeted Chen Haoxuan and the 

others, saying, "Hello guys! Is there something good today, all the celebrities from the University of 

Johns Mountain are here." 

        "Nothing, just wanted to get together for a meal, it's so crowded!" Chen Hao Xuan smiled. 

 

        Everyone had arrived, and Chen HaoXuan and the others began to move. 

        By the time Chen HaoXuan and the others finished eating, the cafeteria was already packed with 

people, and many students were wandering around the cafeteria with trays of food. Zhou Kexin and Hua 

Lingwei couldn't find their seats either. They walked around the cafeteria for more than twenty minutes 

without finding a seat, which made them so angry that they didn't want to eat. 

 

        Zhou Kexin suddenly heard a familiar voice, she turned around and saw Chen Haoxuan and the 

others not far away. Zhou Kexin's eyes lit up, and she happily said to Hua Lingwei: "Weiwei, isn't that 

Chen HaoXuan and the others? Let's go over there!" 

        Zhou Kexin and Hua Lingwei were walking towards Chen Haoxuan with their plates. Zhou Kexin 

walked next to Chen Haoxuan and shouted, "Chen Haoxuan, you are also eating!" 



        "Oops! So it's you guys!" Chen Hao Xuan smiled. 

        Chen Hao Xuan saw the plates in Zhou Kexin's and their hands and knew that they hadn't eaten yet! 

Chen Hao Xuan looked around and found that there was no room. The table in the cafeteria usually has 

six seats and four seats, Chen HaoXuan and the others occupied six seats, and the few of them were just 

right. But now there are more than Zhou Kexin and the two of them, how should they sit! If you don't let 

them sit down, it seems rude, but if you do, you haven't eaten enough. 

 

        In the end, Chen Haoxuan chose to sit down, and he also dragged Yang Lin down to the water, he 

stood up and said to Yang Lin: "Yang Lin, you and I will eat later, let them have our seats first." 

        How could Yang Lin say no when Chen Hao Xuan had said so! He stood up and smiled to Hua 

Lingwei: "Weiwei, you sit with me." 

 

        Chen Haoxuan also said to Zhou Kexin, "I've already eaten half of it, I'm not hungry anymore, you 

should be hungry before you eat. You can sit with me! I'll eat when you're done." 

        "Thanks." Zhou Kexin sweetly said, and she very unceremoniously sat on the seat Chen Haoxuan 

had just sat on. 

 

        And Hua Lingwei, she smiled at Yang Lin, "I'm not hungry, you can eat first." 

 

        "You start with ......." 

 

        "No no, you first ............." Hua Lingwei and Yang Lin gave in to each other, and finally Yang Lin sat 

down to eat, but Hua Lingwei refused to sit down. 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan and Hua Lingwei stood awkwardly beside each other, watching Yang Lin and his 

family eat. Chen Haohuan turned around and reached out to hold the plate that Hua Lingwei was 

holding and said, "Let me help you with it!" 

 

 



        "Well, thank you." Hua Lingwei didn't reject Chen Hao Xuan's kindness, she felt that Chen Hao Xuan 

was very gentlemanly and would take care of people. 

 

        Chen Haoxuan helped Hua Lingwei carry the plate, and when Chen Haoxuan saw the food on the 

plate, Chen Haoxuan could not help but say, "Why do you only eat vegetables? Is it the lack of money for 

food? Or on a diet?" 

        Hua Lingwei covered her mouth and laughed, "Chen HaoXuan, you are really funny! How dare you 

think of me as poor? Have you forgotten that my father is the CEO of the Fahrenheit Group?" 

 

        "So you're on a diet, then?" Chen Hao Xuan asked again. 

 

        "Girls! If you don't keep in shape, you'll get ugly," Hua Lingwei explained. 

        "You're silly, you're perfect if you're a little fatter. If you're a little thinner, you'll regret it later." 

Chen Haoxuan joked. 

 

        "Really?" Hua Lingwei was half-hearted. 

 

        "Of course it's true, wait for me here, I'll go help you fetch food." Chen Hao Xuan Dao. 

        Chen HaoXuan helped Hua LingWei order a lot of meat food, when Hua LingWei saw so much meat 

food, she was surprised: "This... Is this all for me to eat alone? I... I can't eat that much!" 

 

        "Of course you didn't eat it alone! And me!" Chen Hao Xuan smiled, Chen Hao Xuan now eats a lot 

of meat food every day, he wants his side to become stronger, he needs to eat nutritious food. 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan picked up his own chopsticks and ate the food on Hua Lingwei's plate. After eating a 

few pieces of pork, Chen HaoXuan found that Hua LingWei was watching him eat without doing anything 

herself. So Chen Hao Xuan spoke out, "Why aren't you eating? Aren't you hungry? Oh, I see, you're 

afraid people will say you eat standing up, aren't you?" 



        "No - no it's not! I'll eat this for you." Hua Lingwei said she took out the chopsticks she brought with 

her and put a vegetable in her mouth, she blushed slightly, she was shy, it was the first time she ate the 

same plate of food with a boy. 
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Chen Haoxuan saw that Hua Lingwei only ate vegetables, so he took a piece of beef and brought it to 

Hua Lingwei's mouth, saying: "Eating vegetables all the time is not good for your health, so eat some 

meat products." 

 

        Chen Haoxuan's actions made Hua Lingwei's heart very sweet, and she cried out in her heart: "He is 

so gentle, so good at taking care of people yo!" 

 

        When Hua Lingwei was dazed, her mouth opened, probably because her subconscious had 

accepted Chen Haoxuan's kindness, so she automatically opened her mouth. Chen Haoxuan tenderly 

placed the beef slice on Hua Lingwei's tongue, then took out his chopsticks and smiled, "Is it delicious?" 

 

        "Mmm." Hua Lingwei's voice was smaller than a mosquito, she didn't taste the beef, but her heart 

had already tasted it out, it tasted happy, sweet and happy. 

 

        Yang Lin looked at Chen Hao Xuan and Hua Lingwei with a surprised face, he admired Chen Hao 

Xuan, Chen Hao Xuan already had two beautiful school girls, but now he was hooking up with another 

school girl, looking at that warm taste they had, he knew they must be having an affair. Yang Lin wanted 

to envy Chen Hao Xuan, but at the same time, he was also feeling inferior. When a girl sees him, she 

either runs or pretends she hasn't seen him. 

        Zhou Kexin and Chen Yina both had their backs to Chen Hao Xuan, so they didn't see Chen Hao Xuan 

and Hua Lingwei's warm actions, and Yang Lin and the others didn't dare to say anything. If Chen Yina 

and the others saw Chen Haoxuan treating Hua Lingwei in this way, it is only natural for them to be 

jealous, and it is not impossible for them to get angry. 

 

        I don't know if Hua Lingwei intentionally wanted Chen HaoXuan to clip vegetables to her, Chen 

HaoXuan persuaded her to clip meat to eat, but she didn't, and only ate vegetables. But when Chen 

HaoXuan gave it to her, she ate it, so it was obvious that she wanted Chen HaoXuan to feed her. 



        Chen Yina has always been very concerned about Chen HaoXuan, she hurried to eat, just want to 

finish quickly, so that her brother Xuan sat down to eat. She quickly finished eating, she stood up and 

turned to her brother Xuan, "Brother Xuan, I'm done eating, you sit in my seat and eat." 

 

        But Chen HaoXuan said to Hua LingWei: "WeiWei, you can sit down. I can just eat standing up." 

        The seat was given to Chen Haoxuan by Chen Yina, how could she Hua Lingwei sit! Hua Lingwei 

smiled apologetically and said, "I'm almost full, you'd better sit down." 

 

        Chen Haoxuan pulled Hua Lingwei to the seat Chen Yina gave up and said, "I told you to sit down, 

why are you so disobedient?" Chen Haohuan's tone seemed to be complaining about his girlfriend, and 

there was a strong tenderness in his complaint. 

        Chen Hao Xuan just ate half full and ate a lot on the same plate as Hua Lingwei, so he was full and 

he said to Chen Yina, "Let's go back for a lunch break." 

 

        When Zhou Kexin heard that Chen Haoxuan wanted to go back, she put down her chopsticks and 

stood up, saying, "I'm also full, Chen Haoxuan also wants to go to your place to rest, don't you know that 

those girls in our dormitory are so noisy that they can't even take a break." 

 

        "I only have two rooms there, how are you going to rest ah! Do you want to sleep on the couch?" 

Chen Hao Xuan Dao. 

        "I'm a girl, I'm going to your place you certainly need to give me your room to rest." Zhou Kexin 

overbearingly. 

 

        "Alright! Whatever, I'm not resting anyway." Chen Hao Xuan faintly said, he felt that Zhou Kexin 

now more and more regarded her as his girlfriend, she did many things like a girlfriend should do. 

        "Weiwei, you eat slowly ha! I'm going to Chen Haoxuan's house." Zhou Kexin happily told Hua 

Lingwei, who was eating at the restaurant, "What is forgetting your friends when you see them? That is, 

when you have someone you like, even the best friends can be abandoned. In fact, Zhou Kexin was 

afraid that Hua Lingwei would steal her and Chen Hao Xuan's time together again. 

        Ma Yichen stood up and walked quickly to Chen Haohuan, he walked next to Chen Haohuan, put his 

head to Chen Haohuan's ear and whispered: "Haohuan, help me come up with a major tonight, I'll 

confess to Bening tonight." 



        "Okay, no problem." Chen Hao Xuan smiled, he also felt that it was time for Ma Yichen to close the 

net. 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan drove Chen Yina and Zhou Kexin back to the rental room, he brought Zhou Kexin to 

his room, after that he started to busy in the living room, he wanted to make some Lang comic stuff for 

Ma Yichen. He used a piece of hard paper, cut it into squares, and then cut five-sixths of each line along 

two diagonal lines on four creases, then put the corners on both sides of the creases ....... He took out a 

lollipop and put it in, and then took a small object and put it in the bottom of the lollipop so that the 

lollipop would not fall out. 

        The lollipop fell into the bottom of the windmill and landed slowly. The windmill kept spinning, 

looking like a dandelion seed flying. 

 

        "It doesn't look good," Chen HaoXuan said to himself. 

 

        Afterwards, Chen painted the four leaves of the windmill with four colors, and when he threw the 

lollipop into the sky again, the windmill with the lollipop slowly descending looked a lot better than it 

did just now. 

        "One lollipop with a windmill isn't a good look, but if hundreds of these things were to fall from the 

sky, it would definitely be a very Lang漫 scene," he said to himself. Chen said to himself, pleased with 

himself. He himself admired his own Lang漫 cells, so that he could think of such Lang漫 things. 

 

        It needs to be done a lot, and if Chen HaoXuan does it alone, he will be bored and tired, so he called 

Ma Yichen, Yang Lin ...... and asked them to come and help. 

        When Ma Yichen listened to Chen Haoxuan's plan, he was so excited that he wanted to kiss Chen 

Haoxuan, but thanks to Chen Haoxuan's quickness, his reputation would have been ruined by Ma 

Yichen's mouth. 

        In Chen HaoXuan's rental house, Chen HaoXuan was in charge of cutting paper, and Ma Yichen and 

the others were in charge of making windmills, which were put inside the boxes one by one after 

another. 

 

        At around two o'clock in the afternoon, Chen Yina went to school, and Zhou Kexin chose to stay 

behind to help Chen HaoXuan and the others make the windmills. 



 

        After working for a few hours, Ma Yichen suddenly said to Chen HaoXuan, "HaoXuan, can you think 

of a way to help me make some music? I feel like something is missing by just playing the windmill, and 

it would be even better if it could be accompanied by Lang Man's music." 

        "Okay, when the evening comes, I'll help find a little girl to play the piano downstairs in the 

dormitory building where Zhang Bening lives." Chen Hao Xuan Dao, he thought of the most suitable 

person, that is his student Huang Meilin. 

 

        "Also, you have to teach me how to confess, I'm worried I'll say the wrong thing." Ma Yichen was 

nervous, or maybe he cared too much about Zhang Bening, so he was very afraid that he would fail. 

 

        The first time I saw this, I thought it was a good idea to take a look at this book. But unexpectedly, 

he has a grudge against the Blood Fiend Sect, an evil sect, and falls in love with a police officer who 

saved his life. At this point, Guru began his dual life with many beautiful women ....... 
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Chen Hao Xuan took a look at Ma Yichen and said, "Why don't you just let me pick her up and teach her 

everything, how can you teach the truth? Can you still call it truthful after teaching it? So you can say 

whatever comes to your mind at that time, you are not an ordinary person, I don't believe you are so 

stupid that you can't even say what the girls like." 

 

        Ma Yichen awkwardly perturbed the back of his head and smirked: "Hehe ......, I'm worried that 

Zhang Bening won't like what I say." 

 

        "You've got to make windmills! It's almost evening - if it's not done before dark, I won't help you." 

Chen Hao Xuan Dao. 

 

        Chen Haohuan and the others worked hard to make the windmills, and by five o'clock in the 

afternoon, Chen Haohuan and the others had made several boxes of windmills and used dozens of cans 

of lollipops. 

 



        Today was Ma Yichen's special day, so Ma Yichen generously invited Chen Haohuan and the others 

to wine and dine, and Chen Haohuan let them go first. 

        Ma Yichen rented an expensive piano, a jade flute, and two small stereos. In addition, he bought a 

white dress for Huang Meilin, who looked very nice in it, like a lovely snow white princess. 

        Ma Yichen had the piano and stereo delivered to Zhang Bening's dormitory building. 

 

        Ma Yichen had known that Zhang Bening would not go to study late tonight, so he was going to do it 

today. It was 8:00 p.m., and the sky was already dark, with stars shining brightly and the moon shining 

faintly on the earth. 

        Ma Yichen was wearing a white suit, he held nine roses in his hand, he hid behind a tree and said to 

Chen Haohuan, "Haohuan, can we start now?" 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan responded, "OK," and then he turned his head to Huang Mei Lin: "Let's go, let's play 

a piece of teacher and apprentice." Chen Hao Xuan took the little hand and walked to the place where 

the piano was placed. 

 

        Chen took Huang Meilin's small hand and walked to the place where the piano was placed, Chen 

took out the jade flute, and Huang Meilin sat down in front of the piano nicely. "Let's begin." Chen Hao 

Xuan said and began to play. The sound of the flute slowly sounded crisp, clear and melodious. 

 

        When Huang Mei Lin heard the flute, she put her hands on the piano and played. The sound of the 

piano was quite heavy, so his voice became the main voice as soon as it sounded. 

 

        Because Chen HaoXuan and the others had equipped the sound system, the sound could be heard 

far away. Yang Lin and Liu JunFeng, who were on the roof, heard the piano and the flute sound, so they 

started to put a big handful of lollipops on it, and these lollipops automatically dispersed, they rotated 

quickly and slowly descended. "Yang Lin, go turn on the bright lights," Liu Junfeng said to Yang Lin. Liu 

Junfeng said to Yang Lin. 

        The windmills that were dropping the lollipops spun colorfully and beautifully, and the end of the 

light emitted by the lamp shone on Chen Hao Xuan and Huang Meilin downstairs, which made Chen Hao 

Xuan and Huang Meilin look very conspicuous. 

 



        No matter where the school is, there are a lot of people, dormitories and teaching buildings are the 

most numerous, and in front of the girls' dormitory building is everyone's favorite place to stay, because 

there are more couples and more girls here. The sound of Chen HaoXuan's flute and Huang Meilin's 

piano made everyone who heard the sound look for the source of the sound, and when they saw the 

light pillar, they wanted to go over to see it. 

        Many students were approaching the girls' dormitory building, and many people were already 

gathered on this side of the building, and there were several beautiful faces on every balcony of the 

dormitory building, watching Chen HaoXuan and Huang MeiLin. 

 

        Chen Haohuan and Huang Mei Lin's ensemble was beautiful, and they were both wearing white 

butterfly masks, which filled them with a sense of mystery. This mystery made everyone who saw them 

wonder who they were. 

 

        Downstairs in the girls' dormitory, there was a girl who reached out to catch something falling from 

the sky, she thought it was a flower, but when she caught it she realized it was a windmill with a lollipop 

underneath. The girl looked up into the sky and saw the lollipop slowly falling from the sky. 

 

        Chen Haoxuan and the others have created a visual Lang漫 and an auditory Lang漫, and now they 

are only waiting for Ma Yichen and Zhang Bening, the two main characters. 

 

        Zhang Bening, who was born to listen to songs, is now in her dormitory, lying on her bed with her 

headset on, her mouth still humming quietly. 

 

        Zhang Bening's roommate Kong Li ran to Zhang Bening's bedside, pulled Zhang Bening up and said 

happily: "Zhang Bening, go up to the balcony and look, there is a couple performing downstairs, and it is 

still raining lollipops in the sky. It's very romantic, come on! If they stop - you won't be able to see the 

Lang Man scene." 

 

        "Rei, you're lying to me, right? It's normal for people to perform under the dormitories, but do you 

think I'd believe it when it rains lollipops from the sky?" Zhang Bening took a blank look at her 

roommate, Kong Li. 



        Suddenly Zhang Bening heard the sound of a flute and a piano, and she couldn't help but voice out, 

"Why do I hear the sound of a flute and a piano?" 

        "Didn't I just say that? Someone is performing downstairs, forget it, you don't have to go watch, I 

will." Kong Li said and ran back to the dormitory balcony again. 

 

        Zhang Bening was very fond of listening to music, and the music coming up from downstairs was so 

beautiful, how could she not go to see it? Zhang Bening didn't even put on her slippers before running to 

the balcony. When she saw the lollipops floating in the wind all over the sky, and the men and women 

playing downstairs, she couldn't help but exclaim: "Wow-, so beautiful, so Lang Man scene." 

 

        Ma Yichen he had been hiding under a big tree not far from Chen Haohuan, he had been holding a 

telescope, he was looking at the balcony of Zhang Bening's dormitory, he saw Zhang Bening come out, 

he knew it was time for him to come out. Ma Yichen arranged his clothes, then he took a bouquet of 

nine roses, he slowly walked out, he walked towards Chen HaoXuan and the others with his head held 

high. 

 

        Zhang Bening, who was on the balcony of the dormitory, saw Ma Yichen and exclaimed in shock, 

"Ma Yichen? This - this is not his doing, is it?" 

 

        "Wow, it's really Zhang Bening! Zhang Bening, he must have wanted to confess to you, that's why 

he made this Lang Man scene." Kong Li envied Zhang Bening. 

 

        "No way? He didn't tell me! And I feel that the couple downstairs is the main character, I think Ma 

Yichen is trying to mess up. Humph, this dead Ma Yichen, it's not easy to hear such nice music and see 

such a Lang漫 scene, but his appearance has ruined it." Zhang Bening was unhappy. Thanks to Ma 

Yichen's inability to hear, if Ma Yichen said that to him, Ma Yichen would probably jump up and explain, 

"I'm the main character." 

Chapter 90 

Ma Yichen walked to the side of Chen Haoxuan, he raised his head, looked to where Zhang Bening was, 

and shouted loudly: "Bening, it's me, I've always loved you Ma Yichen, I made this scene today, I know 

you like to listen to music, so I found the world's best musicians, I know girls like to entrust their lifelong 

happiness to their favorite person in the Lang Man scenario, so I thought of this candy rain. 



 

        The candy is sweet, and it means that we will have a sweet life together. Zhang Bening, I like you, I 

love you, I am now officially confessing to you, Zhang Bening, I love you, please be my girlfriend." Ma 

Yichen brought a headset, so his voice reached every corner of Xinshan City University through the 

stereo. 

        "Wha-, good Lang Man, if only he was confessing to me, I will definitely say yes to him." Sun Li 

looked at Ma Yichen downstairs with great emotion and excitement. 

 

        When Zhang Bening heard Ma Yichen's words, she covered her small mouth in excitement and cried 

tears of joy, yes, she was overjoyed, that's why she cried. The first thing you need to do is to make sure 

that you're not going to be able to get rid of your own personal belongings. " 

        But Zhang Bening lived on the 9th floor, and her voice was inaudible to Ma Yichen, who asked 

loudly, "Ah, what did you say? I didn't hear it." 

 

        Zhang Bening puffed out a laugh, she turned around and ran outside, she was going downstairs to 

tell Ma Yichen herself that she was willing to be her girlfriend. 

 

        The people downstairs couldn't hear Zhang Bening's voice, but the people upstairs could hear her. 

Yang Lin made a phone call to Ma Yichen and told Ma Yichen that Zhang Bening had agreed to be his 

girlfriend. When Ma Yichen heard Yang Lin's words, he jumped up happily, "Oh yeah, Bening finally 

agreed to be my girlfriend." 

 

        Zhang Bening ran down from upstairs, she was like a butterfly pouncing on Ma Yichen, and Ma 

Yichen opened his arms and embraced Zhang Bening who threw his arms around her. "Bening, thank 

you for giving me the chance to love you." Ma Yichen happily told Zhang Bening who was in her arms. 

        "You're so bad, why didn't you inform people! People just thought you were trying to disrupt 

someone else's playing!" Zhang Bening was petulant. 

 

        "They are the supporting characters, I'm the main character, why would you think that I'm going to 

destroy someone else!" Ma Yichen is jealous. 

 



        Ma Yichen and Zhang Bening were talking about love, Chen Haoxuan and the others were still 

playing, and the candy was still raining down from the sky, and the people downstairs were catching the 

lollipops falling from the sky one by one. 

 

        After playing a song, Chen Hao Xuan shouted loudly, "Let's call it a day." 

 

        Yang Lin, who was on the roof of the building, threw all the lollipops that had not been finished 

down from the roof at once. At that time a breeze blew by, and the lollipops spread in the air, flying all 

over the sky, and it was very beautiful. 

        Huang Mei Lin suddenly stood up and walked to Chen Hao Xuan, looked at Chen Hao Xuan with 

affectionate feelings, and said: "Brother Xuan, I like you." 

 

        "Ga ......." Chen Hao Xuan was stunned, he questioned in his heart, "What kind of thing is this? Is 

today's scene for Ma Yichen's confession to Zhang Bening, or for Huang Meilin's confession to him?" 

        Huang Mei Lin saw that Chen Hao Xuan didn't say anything, so she spoke out again, "Brother Xuan, I 

really like you, why don't you be my boyfriend?" 

 

        Chen Hao Xuan and Huang Meilin both have transmitters on their bodies, so what they say will be 

transmitted to the stereo, and the stereo will be transmitted to everyone's ears. 

        The first time I heard Huang Meilin's words, I was surprised and turned around to look at Chen Hao 

Xuan and the others, Huang Meilin he met today, Huang Meilin also personally told her that she is 14 

this year. The company has been in the process of developing the new product for the past two years. 

"Beast." Ma Yichen cursed at Chen Haoxuan in his heart. 

 

        "You-you're not sick today, are you?" Chen Hao Xuan reached out to touch Huang Meilin's 

forehead, curious. 

 

        Huang Meilin patted away Chen Haoxuan's hand with one hand and said seriously, "I'm not sick, I'm 

telling the truth, I like you, I want to be your girlfriend." 

 

 



        Chen Hao Xuan thought that Huang Meilin was joking, after all, their age difference is too much, 

and Huang Meilin is still a small child. Chen Hao Xuan laughed: "You can't be serious, I'm over 20 years 

old and you're only a teenager, who would believe that you like me? And do you know what love is at 

your age? I see you like me the way a sister likes her brother, right?" 

        "No, I love you not the way a sister loves her brother," Huang Meilin explained. 

 

        He didn't want too many people to know that there was a 14-year-old girl confessing her love to 

him, a 20-year-old boy. But as soon as Chen turned it off, some people protested, and one girl shouted, 

"Why did you turn off the stereo? 

 

        With one taking the lead, other people also spoke out in protest, interested in a 14-year-old girl 

confessing her feelings to a boy in his twenties. 

 

        With so many people protesting, Chen felt a tremendous amount of pressure, and he said to Huang 

Meilin, "Let's go back." 

 

        Who knew that Huang Meilin was so stubborn, she squealed, "I'm not going back, you don't give me 

an answer - I'm not going back." In fact, Huang Meilin she knows the thing of love, but she does not 

know the feeling of love yet, she only knows that she likes Chen Haoxuan very much, and wants to be 

with Chen Haoxuan every day, which is actually a strong friendship, and is not counted as love. 

 

        The first time I saw this, I was so angry that I thought I'd never see her again. If her parents found 

out, they wouldn't hate him. 

 

        "If you don't leave with me right now, then we won't see each other again in the future, just 

pretend I never taught you as a student." Chen Haoxuan exhaled. 

 

        "Brother Xuan, you're angry! I'm sorry! I'll go back with you, don't be angry, okay?" Huang Mei Lin 

saw Chen Haoxuan angry, she immediately nervous, she knew Chen Haoxuan for so long, this is the first 

time to see Chen Haoxuan angry, she is very afraid that Chen Haoxuan really ignored her in the future. 

 


